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ARCHEOLOGICAL TESTING AT QUARAI ABSTRACT

ABSTRACT

In August 1989, the National Park Service Southwest Region's Branch
of Cultural Resources Management, conducted an archeological testing

program in the parking lot adjacent to the visitor center at the Quarai Unit,
Salinas National Monument. Ten, three foot by 8 foot exploratory "bobcat"
backhoe trenches were dug, revealing and defining an undisturbed ash
midden. It was determined that the rehabilitation of the parking lot would
not disturb the archeologically significant levels and the rehabilation project
was permitted to procede. During construction, a single, isolated hearth was
uncovered and recorded.

Analysis of the statigraphy and materials recovered from the test

excavations revealed that the midden was most likely created at the beginning
of the 17th century prior to Spanish colonization. A secondary deposit was
probably formed after the Spanish arrived, sometime between 1620 and 1680
AD.
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QUARAI PARKING LOT REHABILITATION
ARCHEOLOGICAL TESTING PROGRAM
WALTER K. WAIT
PETER J. MCKENNA

INTRODUCTION

In August 1989, the Division of Engineering and Facility Management, Southwest Region,
National Park Service, received the green light to design and construct improvements to the

existing Visitor Center parking lot at the Quarai Unit, Salinas National Monument. These
improvements, designed to eliminate the poor drainage conditions found at the parking lot,

would require the grading and removal of from 6 to 24 inches of surface and eventual
paving of the lot. The Branch of Cultural Resources Management was called in to evaluate
what, if any, impact there would be to the site. The results of their investigation are

described in the following report.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The Pueblo of Quarai is believed to have been originally settled either

sometime after AD 1115 (Hurt 1985) or sometime after AD 1300 (Wilson 1973)

and was probably continually occupied until 1676 (Wilson 1976:25). The site

was reoccupied in the early 19th century by Hispanic settlers (Foote 1989:2)

and was eventually donated to the Museum of New Mexico for use as a State

Monument in 1928. In 1980 the ruins were transfered to the National Park

Service.

The village, also believed to have been named Aqualaco or Acolocu (Reed

1940,2; Wilson 1973, 15) may have been visited for the first time by Spanish

explorers Chamuscado and Rodriguez in October 1581 (Reed 1940:2; Wilson,

1972:15). Certainly Governor Don Juan de Onate visited the site during the

summer of 1598 and in all probability the village was the site where a fierce

battle was fought between the inhabitants and Vicente de Zaldivar's soldiers

in the summer of 1598.

Beginning about 1625, the first mission church was built on the site by
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Franciscan missionaries. This was the massive La Purisima Concepcion

Church (Wilson 1978:17). This church, its associated convento, and the pueblo

village itself was host to an estimated 600 to 700 people during the peak of

the village's life (Wilson 1982:21).

By the middle of the 17th century, prolonged drought, Spanish

exploitation, and increased depredation by the Apache -- forced the

abandonment of the Salinas area. It is believed that Quarai was one of the

first villages to succumb.

LOCATION AND SETTING

The Pueblo of Quarai lies in the Canon Sapato Valley roughly one mile

from the present village of Punta de Aqua (Figure 1). As the village name

would imply, there is a consistant source of water from springs that flows

down the Sapato Canyon past the pueblo ruins. It was this availability of

water that probably prompted the original citing of the pueblo here. The hills

surrounding the site are composed of outcrops of red sandstone and the

Manzano Mountains lie immediately to the west. Juniper, Cholla, and

wheatgrass form the dominent, upper sonoran vegetation, while stands of

cottonwood announce the presence of a shallow water table. The Estancia

Valley and the distant Chupadero Mesa can be seen to the east while Abo pass

crosses just south of the site.

PREVIOUS ARCHEOLOGY AT QUARAI

A great deal of archeological work has been conducted at the ruins of

Quarai. Most of the work has centered on the Spanish Colonial church, and

the adjacent convento and roomblocks. While Adolph Bandelier visited the

site in 1882, excavation and restoration efforts didn't begin until the summer

of 1913. It was at this time that the School of American Archaeology (now the

School of American Research) under the direction of Edgar Hewett, made

preliminary investigations at the site, dug some rooms in the south pueblo,

and attempted preliminary stabilization of the church structure. In 1934

Donovan Senter excavated the Nave of the church and conducted various
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restorations. In 1934 and 1935, Albert Ely excavated the main part of the

monastery. In 1935 and 1936 Ele Baker excavated the eastern part of the

monastery. From 1938 to 1940 Wesley Hurt Jr. administered a WPA program

which included the stabilization and repair of the monestary walls, completion

of excavations in the monestery and excavations in the major adjoining

pueblo roomblocks to the west of the church. In 1959 Stanley Stubbs

excavated several rooms and uncovered a possibly older church ruin to the

west of the massive red rock mission. In 1970 David Snow excavated a trench

from the site of the old visitor center into the middle of the south mound.

Other minor excavations have occured as well. None of the excavations at

Quarai have ever been published and much of the written material and

recovered remains has been scattered.

The most comprehensive report on excavations at Quarai that is known

to exist is that of the 1939-1940 excavations of Westley Hurt. In 1985, the

National park Service contracted Mr. Hurt to prepare a report from his then

45 year old notes and to attempt to consolidate his original information. That

report is on file with the NPS and is currently being edited for eventual

publication.

Archeology in the Vicinity of the Quarai Visitor Center

The Quarai Visitor Center parking lot sits within or immediately

adjacent to, and west of the Quarai archeological ruins. Rubble from Mound

"C", an untested roomblock believed to date from AD 1425 (Ivey 1988:16) is

thought by some investigators to stretch under the current visitor center and

into the existing parking area. This contention has been disputed by Tom

Caperton, current director of the New Mexico State Monuments Division. He

maintains that archeological testing that he performed at the site of the

visitor Center prior to its construction in 1970 did not disclose any evidence

of walls. Unfortunately there are no public records of his testing program.

Mound "E", a roomblock believed to date from the Spanish Colonial period,

juts into the Northern portion of the parking area (see Figure 2). This mound

has likewise, never been tested. The two roomblocks may have been linked

by a north/south running stone wall (Hewett 1912). The hill to the West of the
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parking area, across the fence, is known to have small Pueblo III sites

scattered through it (personnel communication, Jim Trott).

The two pueblo ruins, the wall, and the hillside form a "plazalike" area

that forms the current parking lot. According to the reconstruction based on

Hewett's 1912 reconnissance (on display at the visitor center), the current

parking area would have been outside the walls of the village. This plazalike

area undoubtably was the scene of much activity, and probably served as a

convenient trash dump.

Tests performed in 1985 by archeologist Jim Trott of the National Park

Service, confirmed the existence of rich midden material immediately west of

the current visitor's center at a depth of approximately 24" below the current

surface. These tests were performed prior to the replacement of a waterline.

The extensive materials recovered included Spanish ceramic and metal items,

glazeware pots and earlier pottery fragments, bone and charcoal remains. One

test trench extended 6 feet below the current ground surface without

exhausting the midden deposits ( Trott n.d).

A test trench placed near the north end of the current lot indicated

that the midden deposits extend the full length of the parking lot. Up till the

present time no tests had been conducted in the center of the lot or in the

west side. However, human remains and pots were found eroding from the

west side of mound "C", past the leach field approximately 60 feet from the

Southwest edge of the existing parking area.

THE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT QUESTIONS

While no work has ever been performed in the adjacent roomblocks C

and E, Trott's 1985 work permitted the current investigators to formulate

several pre-test managment questions. First, what is the extent of the

subsurface midden remains known to exist between Mound C and E? Second,

other than the midden, are there structural or other significant remains in the

parking lot area? Third, to what extent will the proposed paving project

impact cultural resources?
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THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Mound "C" is thought to be representative of an early period of

Quarai's growth. Mound "E" is thought to date toward the latest, Spanish

period. There is some question as to whether the community was occupied

consistently between these two periods (Wilson 1982:21). A midden deposit

that represents both early and late components might show stratigraphic

evidence of continuous use, if the Pueblo was occupied throughout this time

period.

If the parking lot does indeed sit on top of portions of Mound "C",

excavations may uncover datable remains that might confirm the speculative

building date of AD 1425.

EXPECTATIONS

Based on the available evidence, it was felt that one of four possible

discoveries could be made. First, trenching could disclose that midden

material rapidly played out to the west and that little cultural material

remained in the parking area. Second, the parking area would be composed

entirely of midden material. Third, midden material and building remains

would be present, and forth, midden materials, building remains, and burials

would be present. Each possibility would require alterations in the extent and

direction of the testing program.

THE TESTING PHASE

In order to determine the character and extent of the archeological

deposits that lie underneath the parking area, ten, 3 foot by 8 foot

exploratory "bobcat" backhoe trenches were dug in the parking area (Figure

3 and 4). Placement of the trenches was determined during the testing

program in an arbitrary fashion based on revealed stratigraphy. Trenching

was performed by Jim Bradford and monitored by Walter Wait, both National
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Figure 4 . Photograph looking south down the parking lot. Bobcat'' trencher with Jim Bradford as

operator, digging trench 1.
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Park Service Division of Anthropology archeologists. The field crew was

composed of Ron Brown, Debra King, and Russell Wait. The trench walls

were carefully cleaned and profile maps of the deposits were created.

Material removed by the backhoe was visually inspected by the field crew.

Levels were recorded using an alidade and stadial rod and each trench was

photographed. A video camera was also employed as a back-up field

recording device. Work was performed between July 17 and July 19, 1989.

RESULTS OF THE TESTING PROGRAM

No structural remains of ruins or features other than the midden were

discovered by the testing program. The midden deposits appear to be deepest

at a point directly to the west of the circular museum building and rapidly

LEVEL LINE

PARKING LOT
,* ====; ,'^HJ=

; . i i i
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Figure 5. East-west profi e of the parking lot showing lot and midden surfaces.
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Figure 6 . North-south profile of the midden deposits.
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decrease in depth to the north and south (Figure 5). The current north to

south grade of the parking lot brings the prehistoric surface closer to the

present surface at the south end of the existing lot (Figure 6). The midden is

represented by an undifferentiated, heavily compacted ash level that ranges

from several centimeters to over one meter in depth. Bone fragments, sherds,

and stone artifacts were deposited in this ash matrix.

Test Trench #1

Test Trench 1 measured 0.45 meters by 2.1 meters by 1.2 meters in

depth (Figure 7). The trench was located five feet west of the Visitor Center

retaining wall and 15 feet north of the septic system wall (Figure 2).

Imported gravel and gravel filled red clay base course formed the first 22

centimeters. This was followed by a shallow charcoal lense of some 5

centimeters, a similar level of yellow-brown clay and caliche, followed by 5

centimeters of red sandy material that graded into a fine red clay. The

uppermost clay level was flecked with charcoal. One bone fragment, three

sherds and one flake were recovered from the backdirt.
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Test Trench #2

Test Trench 2 (T2) measured 0.45 meters by 1.6 meters by 1 meter in

depth (Figure 8). The trench was located five feet west of Trench 1. T2

was almost identical in profile to Tl. There was slightly more caliche in the

red sand layer, however, and the charcoal flecks appeared mostly in the upper

20 cm of the red clay level. Three small bone fragments were recovered from

T2 backdirt.
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FIGURE 8. Profile of Test Trench 2.

Test Trench #3

Test Trench 3 (T3) measured 0.45 meters by 2.5 meters by 1.45 meters

in depth. The trench was located directly west of the Visitor Center retaining

wall, just north of the clean-out cap and 18 feet north of Tl. This trench

exibited the same gravel/red clay fill as did Tl but lacked the thin charcoal

level immediately below it.

The yellow-brown clay and caliche level and red sand and gravel layer

were also identified. Unlike Tl, 30 cm of dark midden material lay between

the red sand and the charcoal flecked red clay level (Figure 9). Ten bone

fragments, four sherds and three flakes were recovered from this trench.
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Three of the sherds were removed from the sidewall of the midden deposit.

Seen in the east profile, the midden appeared to be sloping up to the south

(Figure 9).
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FIGURE 9. Profile of Test Trench 3.

Test Trench #4

Test trench 4 (T4) measured 0.45 meters by 1.8 meters by 1.5 meters

deep. The trench is located 10 feet west of T3. T4 exhibits a relatively thin

(10cm) layer of midden material at a depth of 22cm below the ground surface

(Figure 10). This overlays the charcoal flecked red clay soil. No artifacts

were recovered from this trench.
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FIGURE 10. Profile of Test Trench 4.
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Test Trench #5

Test Trench 5 (T5) measured 0.45 meters by 1.9 meters by .9 meters in

depth. The trench was located 12 feet west of T4. Midden material was

represented by a thin, 2cm band at 30cm (Figure 11). This band disappeared

at the west end of the trench, where the gravel/clay fill rested immediately

on top of the charcoal flecked red clay. No artifacts were recovered.

GRAVEL
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~ STRING LEVEL
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FIGURE 11. Profile of Test Trench 5.

Test Trench #6

Test trench 6 measured 0.45 meters by 2.95 meters by 1.25 meters in

depth. The trench was located at the north end of the parking lot, 35 feet

WSW of the pumphouse and approximately 60 feet south of the parking lot

entry (Figure 3). Unlike the south end of the parking lot, midden deposits

were found under a charcoal flecked, red clay layer. Midden materials

started 80 cm below the surface and were 20 to 30 cm thick (Figure 12). The

relatively greater depth to the top of the midden on the north end of the

parking lot appears to reflect modern filling to promote drainage. One bone

fragment and three sherds were recovered from T6.

14
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FIGURE 12. Profile of Test Trench 6.

Test Tench #7

Test Trench 7 measured 0.45 meters by 2.6 meters by 1.55 meters in

depth. As seen in Figure 3, the east-west oriented trench is located 40 feet

south of T6, roughly in the center of the parking lot. The midden appeared

directly under the gravel and red clay fill levels, 30 to 40 cm below the

surface (Figure 13 and 14). At this point the midden deposits averaged 1

meter thick. The midden overlay the charcoal flecked red clay layers. A
variety of materials were recovered from T7 including: one charred wood

fragment, 24 bone fragments, 207 sherds, two pieces of gypsum, one bifacial

flake, and a metal fragment. Most of the material observed in the side walls

tended toward the lower portion of the midden.
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FIGURE 13. Profile of Test Trench 7.
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FIGURE 14. Photograph of Test Trench 7 showing midden deposits.
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Test Trench #8

Test Trench 8 measured 0.45 meters by 2.50 meters by 1.9 meters in

depth. T8 was 25 feet south of T7 and 40 feet west of the west window of the

museum building. Like in T7, the surface of the midden lay almost 1 meter

below the surface (Figure 15). The midden layer averaged 50cm in thickness

in T8. Thirty-four bone fragments, 24 sherds, one piece of chipped stone, one

standstone slab fragment and one metal fragment (modern) were recovered

from T8.
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FIGURE 15. Profile of Test Trench 8.

Test Trench #9

Test Trench 9 measured 0.45 meters by 2.4 meters by 2 meters in depth.

The trench was positioned at the extreme west edge of the parking lot, in the

existing slab-lined drainage ditch, 25 feet WNW of T8 (Figure 3). No profile

was drawn, since no evidence of midden or features were encountered. No

artifacts were recovered.
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Test Trench #10

Test Trench 10 measured 0.45 meters by 1.7 meters by 1.4 meters in

depth. Midden deposits were at their maximum depth relative to current

parking lot surface at this point. The surface of the midden lay 1.2 meters

below the surface. There averaged 35cm of midden deposit. The trench was

positioned directly in front of the Visitor Ccenter, 25 feet west of the

concrete apron and 25 feet north of T4 (Figure 16). Seven bone fragments,

32 sherds and one chipped stone artifact were recovered from T10.
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FIGURE 16. Profile of Test Trench 10.
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MATERIALS FROM QUARAI'S PARKING LOT TESTS

Prior to testing certain culture-historic and comparative-descriptive

questions were posed which directed the evaluation of any artifacts recovered

within a Quarai-specific context. As discussed, a midden and associated

mixed strata were located and defined across the length and breadth of the

parking lot. This midden deposit ranged from 2 cm thick in the southern

tests to about 90 cm thick in the center of the parking lot and was protected

by about 20 to 100 cm of overburden increasing in depth from the southern

to northern ends of the lot (Figure 3). As appropriate to discovery and

descriptive phases of work, questions posed involved clarification (if possible)

of deposit chronology and duration, and midden relations to neighboring

mounds and with the general Quarai occupational sequence. This section

considers the evidence of midden structure as an artifact, and the patterns of

material culture as they relate to chronology, development of the Quarai

landscape and its use, and related culture-historical issues as suggested by the

analyses.

The Midden as Artifact

To further consider midden associations and possible chronology it is

worthwhile to briefly summarize the evidence of midden configuration from

the test trenches. The evidence gleaned from the trench faces allows both the

creation of profiles and the reconstruction of the middens structure as

illustrated as simplified isopleths (Figure 6, 17). From this, three

interpretations are possible. First, as noted, the stratigraphy is generally

similar: a graveled surface followed by a sandy reddish clay layer with

varying amounts of gravel penetration below the lot surfacing, the midden

itself, and another layer of sandy reddish clay with charcoal flecking. More

complex substratum, however, are identified in southern trenches, particularly
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FIGURE 17. Map of vistor center parking lot showing isopleths of midden thickness based on 1988 testing.
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those along the east side of the lot (T1&3). Second, midden thickness varies

on a north-south axis from Trench 10 north, but also on an east-west axis in

trenches south of Trench 10. Third, the translation of this visual evidence as

simplified isopleths (Figure 17) of midden thickness suggests that perhaps two

deposits exist in the parking lot. The southern group of isopleths associated

with Trenches 1-5 would seem to be associated with deposits from Mound C,

while those from Trench 10 north would seem to comprise a separate, primary

midden in the parking lot. Topography, adjacent structural masses, and

midden configuration as revealed in Trenches 6-7-8-10 suggest the midden is

a an oval shaped deposit, roughly 40 m long by 25 m wide with Trench 7 near

its center and the general trash mound proximal to Mound E (Figure 17).

Mounds C and E are the southwestern pair of a quintet of buildings initiated

about AD 1425 and occupied well into the seventeenth century (Ivy 1988:16).

The relatively simple stratigraphy and massive deposit of ash and

mixed refuse in the northern (Mound E related?) midden contrasts with the

more complex stratigraphy revealed in Trenches 1-5. Microlayering

differentiated solely in terms of soil textures, colors and compaction, as

described for these stratum and trenches, is common to deposits formed by

structural decomposition and probably represents melt from the Mound C

pueblo. Such microlayers are best developed in trenches (T1&3) at the margin

of, if not within, Mound C itself (Figure 17). The southern midden deposit

may well represent alluvially redeposited material from a collapsed exterior

room. With this possibility in mind most of the following discussion concerns

itself with the northern midden from whence 93 percent of all materials were

recovered (Table 1). Differences in terms of artifact composition between the

two deposits appears to be minimal.

As shown on Table 1A, excavation of all test trenches resulted in the

removal of over 10 m of fill in the parking lot. Of this, approximately 2 m

or about 19 percent of the disturbed fill was midden related deposit. The

northern midden can be estimated to contain approximately 400 m of

material of which about 1.6 m or 0.4 percent of the deposit was disturbed in

testing.

The distribution of material between the trenches and deposits is

uneven. As collection was done without the aid of a screen or vertical
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control, confidence in artifact/layer associations and consistency of recovery

is low. The impression of inconsitent recovery is perhaps reinforced by

relatively high densities of ceramic material (T10) away from the central

portion of the deposit in Trench 7 (Table IB). An alternative possibility

regarding Trench 10 is that high-trash content deposits occur closer to

building mass (e.g. a toss zone) as suggested by the occurrence of ceramic

material in only the eastern most tests of the southern midden and by Trott's

(n.d.) putatively dense trash recovered even closer to the Mound C-E mass

than the present tests (see Figure 3). If ceramic material is an acceptable

index for general refuse ubiquity and recovery judgements, the present sample

compares favorably with tests in similar deposits at Pecos where some

screening was employed as a check and sherd densities were estimated at 0.04-

0.20 per liter (1,000 liters in 1 m 3
of fill for Table 1, see McKenna 1986:9).

Based on this sample the entire northern midden can be estimated to contain

about 70,000 sherds. If the deposit is a continuous midden about 56,000

sherds should be present, but either figure would be much higher if trash

densities increase dramatically near the house mounds.

The remaining artifact discussion focuses on chronology, taphonomic

information, and descriptive comparative analysis to assess the nature of

midden deposition and its conformance or distinction with other finds at

Quarai and the Saline mission pueblos. Variety and density of material are

relative measures and in point of fact the excavation of 10 test trenches and

one firepit (Figure 3) produced few artifacts and those consisted largely of

ceramics and faunal bone (Table 1).

Ceramics

Because of the small sample size and nature of collection, limited

observations were most practical. Ceramics were tabulated according to

traditional types by provenience, vessel form, and a limited scan of paste
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provided a comparative base for comparison with other Saline pueblo ceramic

studies. Sherds were typed according to descriptions by Hayes (1981:98-102),

Toulouse (1949), and Lambert (1954) for the late glaze and affinis redware

and by Hayes (1981:64-66) for the culinary ware. Comparative references for

minor types were again Hayes and Toulouse with Wiseman (1986) and Vivian

(1964) for the Chupadero-Tabira whiteware, Dick (1968) and Harlow (1973)

for the Kapo material, Honea (1968:122-123) for the Santa Fe B/w which

appears to be his white-washed "Pajarito variety", and Dick's work (1968; Hurt

and Dick 1946) for comparison with possible local Hispanic material.

Assemblage Description

The heart of the collection is an assemblage of Corona Plain (75.0%)

with Glaze F and affinis unidentifiable body sherds (17.9%, Table 2) as the

painted ware (Figure 18). The assemblage is traditionally ascribed to the

seventeenth century, a date supported by the presence of Kapo Gray in

Trench 7. The Corona Plain occurs entirely as jars (with one miniature)

similar in form to the profile shown on Figure 18. The present specimens,

as described by Vivian (1964) and Hayes (1981), occur with exteriors scraped

and wiped to a plain, gritty, uneven surface while interiors are burnished,

sometimes highly polished, and smudged. The smudging produces a dark gray

to blacked core which often fades to a reddish brown toward the exterior

wall. Even completely blackened cores have a deep reddish undertone. The

coarse textured paste is tempered primarily with calcareous sandstone, a local

temper at Quarai that distinguishes its plainware from that of the other

Saline mission pueblos.

All the identifiable Glaze F material is Koyiti G/r or G/p,

distinguished by high thin exaggerated bowl rims and the limited amount of

design executed in a thick, glassy, runny glaze (Figure 18). Quarai, as noted

by Hayes (1981:99-100) was a major producer of Glaze F in the Salinas

Province. Quarai Glaze F is distinctive in having a much greater proportion

of white slipped vessels (about half) and indented bases on jars. This white

slip ranges from a thick, chalky yellow (Figure 18cd) to a thin, almost
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FIGURE 18. Selected ceramics from the Quarai parking lot midden.

a-e,h; Koyiti G/r and G/p. g: Agua Fria G/r, i; Santa Fe B/w. j-k; Corona

Plain rim. Profiles of common vessel forms below (not to scale).
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fugitive wash; Koyiti vessels from Abo are mainly unslipped bichromes. The

use of slip at Quarai creates the polychrome affect while glaze outlined red-

matte areas occur rarely at best, is usually considered early in Glaze F

production (1600-1625?, Warren 1981b:7), and was not seen in the present

sample. Decoration in the parking lot sample is restricted to amorphous lines,

blobs, and unapplied parallel glaze-runs from firing (Figure 18a-f,h).

Identification of Salinas Red, the unpainted plain red equivalent of Glaze F,

was restricted to rim sherds. Other plain red sherds were present (83% of the

"Glaze Red", Table 2) but were not confidently referable to Salinas vessels

rather than sections of Koyiti vessels where glazed happened not to run.

Hayes (1981) likewise found it prudent to restrict identification of Salinas

Red to sherds of sufficient size to determine an intentional absence of glaze.

Because the relationship of Salinas Red to Glaze F correlates to differences

in trade patterns and socio-cultural usage, this sorting distinction becomes

important to interpretation of the assemblage.

Identification of minor types, except Kapo Gray, are restricted to

single items and undoubtedly represent temporal "noise" from Pueblo III-IV

period sites situated on the hill west of the parking lot. The Santa Fe B/w

and probable Agua Fria B/r sherds are shown on Figure 18. The control of

glaze, a motif indicative of a more complex interior band design, and the

smooth orangish-red surface color make this Glaze A specimen distinct from

the other glaze paint material. The Santa Fe B/w and Salinas area Cibola

Whiteware represent the clearest intrusions from the nearby Pueblo III sites,

and not temporal affiliates of the Glaze F assemblage with either midden or

hearth. Although Hayes (1981) allows that Corona Plain at Quarai is

occasionally polished and thinner than at other Saline pueblos, so that its

confusion with Kapo plainware is possible, a small number of sherds from

Trench 7 were separated as Kapo Gray (Table 2). These sherds are also

largely tempered with calcareous sandstone (Table 3A), but are well polished

on both surfaces, are fully smudged to a gray-black, and are notably thinner

than a sample of Corona Plain sherds. (Kapo n=15, mean width=4.5mm,

s.d.=0.576, range=3.8-5.8mm, cv=12.7%; Corona n=28, mean width=5.7mm,

s.d.=0.894, range=4.2-7.2, cv=15.7%; v.hereas Gran Quivira Corona Plain [Hayes

1981:65] mean width=6.4mm so that this sample of Quarai Corona Plain agrees
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Table 3. Ceramic Temper and Paste Analysis.

A. Temper

Corona Plain
Koyiti G/r
Koyiti G/p
Glaze Red
Glaze Poly
Salinas Red
Kapo Gray
plain red
Agua Fria B/r
Santa Fe B/w
PIII-IV M/w
whiteware
Totals
Percent

N Hbg
Temper

Hbs Hbg+ss ss other n %n %N

204
4

5

23
15
2

15

(19
1

1

1

1

T7T

9

4

4

22
5

1

115

1

14

"4"5

—

22.5

1
4.5 4.0

TTl
65.5

1

1
"7

—

3.5

131
4

5

22
15
2

15

2

1

1

1

1

TU0~

66.0
2.0
2.0
11.0
8.0
1.0
7.5
1.0
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

71.6
100.0
100.0
95.7
100.0
100.0
100.0

8.7)
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0% 73.5%

B. Clay and Temper Combinations

Form:

Corona Pi. rb
gry
blk

Koyiti G/r rb
Koyiti G/p rb

gry
Glaze red rb

gry
Glaze poly rb

gry
blk

Salinas Red rb
blk

Kapo Gray blk
plain red rb

gry
Agua Fria gry
Santa Fe gry
PIII-IV M/w gry
whiteware gry_
Total

Hbg
b ?

Temper
Hbs Hbg+ss
? J b j

ss other
b ?

%paste
n color

4

2

5

2
2*

4*

5

2

2

1

1

23**
4

88

14
1*

Jar: Bowl

x^ test:

"43"

1:1.1 1.2.5 7:1

T5T

129:1 1:2.5

131
4

22

15

2

15

2

1

1

1

1

T0TT

23
5

67
100
80
20
73
27
27
67
7

50
50
100
50
50

100
100
100
100

N=200, 3 row 4 column table x2 =186.680, df=6, p=0.000, cells
<5=5; collapsing the Hbs & other cells as nonlocal lowers the
number of cells <5 to 2 and produces a significant x 2 without
altering the pattern of expected values shown In the expanded
table.

t one miniature; * one each shouldered bowl; ** 19 of these are blackish,
used as "black" in x2 test.
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Table 3 cont.

C. Summary of Prior Temper Studies

Corona Plain

N Hbg Hbs Hbg+ss ss other

Abo na limited majority
Gran Quivira 89 100%
Quarai 51 86%
Quarai P. Lot 131 7% >1% 5% 88%

Glaze F
Abo na 89%
Gran Quivira 106 52% 29% 19%
Quarai 112 77% 10%
Quarai P. Lot 46 78% 13% 9%
Salinas Red
Abo na 91%
Gran Quivira 85 22% 32% 2% 44%
Quarai na 99%
Quarai P. Lot 2 50% 50%

sources: Warren 1981 a,b; Hayes 1981 ceramic narative and Table 31.

Table 3 Key: Hbg=hornblende gneiss/schist, Hbs=hornblende syen ite,
ss=sandstone, b=bowl

,

j=jar, ? ==unknown form, rb=brownish red, g ry=gray,
blk=black
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with Hayes' observation that Quarai Corona is thinner.) These types are

notable exceptions in the Corona-Koyiti assemblage from the parking lot

midden.

Table 2 provides several bits of information necessary to the evaluation

of ceramic differences between proveniences, assessments of midden

chronology, and the variety of vessel forms. These seemingly disparate points

on Table 2 are, in fact, interrelated given the significance of vessel form

change with types through time and the possibility that this change may have

been reflected in the different tests. Mercifully what is most impressive is

the similarity of types, forms and their distribution across the trenches so that

discussion based on a cohesive assemblage, and all that implies, may proceed.

Ceramic Chronology

Dates on Table 2 are mean dates derived using South's (1977) formula

as described and qualified by Mills (1988:66-68) for Anasazi assemblages in

the central San Juan Basin. The virtue of mean date calculations is that they

permit a relatively unbiased, standardized comparison for deposit dates.

Basically the method requires a known date span for each identifiable type

from which a median date for that type is calculated. This median date is

multiplied by the number of sherds in the type, the resultant figures for each

type being then summed and divided by the total number of typed sherds in

the sample. As Mills notes (1988:67) dates can be affected (depressed) by

"types", such as utility ware, with long production spans. Frequency becomes

an important result of typological method in date determinations where

functional influences conflate with norming assumptions of stylistic change

which are the crux of southwestern ceramic dating. Here, no attempt was

made to separate body sherds of Corona Plain into a typologically ambiguous

"plainware" category which would be atemporal, so that this date "depression"

affect is in force for dates on Table 2. Matching of sherds was attempted

within each trench with little notable success except in the case of Corona

Plain from Trench 7 where the majority of sherds can be assigned to one

vessel, so that perhaps 5-10 Corona Plain jars are represented this count; Kapo
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material likewise relates to two or three vessels and should have no more

dating "weight" than the PIII-IV whiteware bichromes. Nevertheless, those

trenches (7-8-10) with sufficient sample size to warrant some confidence in

their mean dates vary little around the assemblage mean of AD 1578, another

indication of the collection's homogeneity.

Earlier it was argued that the collection is judgementally assignable to

the seventeenth century. The calculation of mean dates bring a 1625-1676

span, dates normally ascribable to Glaze F assemblages from Quarai, into

question despite cautionary tales regarding the likes of Corona Plain. In

support of Glaze F production being initiated in the late sixteenth century

Snow (1986:91-94) has discussed the stratigraphic evidence, more recent

crossdated material, and the logical implications of abundance to suggest

Glaze F may have begun as early as AD 1550. In a similar vein, the absolute

lack of historic forms, common in the seventeenth century, and the very low

frequency of mid to late seventeenth century types, Salinas Red and Kapo

Gray (here tentative identifications at best), likewise suggest the midden may

indeed date in the late 1500s and early 1600s, possibly between 1575 and 1630

as suggested by the AD 1578 mean.

The issue of historic forms and the presence of plain polished wares

present conflicting and important considerations to understanding the date

span as well as interpretations of the assemblage in the parking lot midden.

Plain polished wares, such as Kapo Gray and (particularly) Salinas Red, are

abundant in the seventeenth century deposits of Spanish affiliation. Such

deposits are usually found in the mission, convento and refuse of native

converts near the mission complex (Toulouse 1949; Hayes 1981; Hurt 1985:80)

where these plainwares often comprise as much as 19-42 percent of all pottery

(Hayes 1981:101). At Quarai, at least, Salinas Red appears in the "early"

mission period (ca. 1627-1635? but certainly no earlier than 1615-20, the time

of initial Spanish contact at Quarai, Ivey 1988:111; Hurt 1985:2-3) in

association with Glaze E sherds (Hurt 1985:79), but the proliferation of

historic forms for this type is undoubtedly directly related to Hispanic

demand from the mission and neighboring farms. Historic forms should be

proportional in diversity and abundance to Spanish demography and demand

on the Quarai market (see Snow 1973), a demand either nonexistent or
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extremely low during the first 25 years of the 1600s. Historic forms should

be more common after the early mission period (ca. post 1635). While it is

possible to argue the absence of plain polished wares strictly on temporal

ground, they do hold socio-ethnic connotations which may affect their

distribution. The virtual absence of plain polished wares in the parking lot

midden may signal dumping from a section of Quarai not closely affiliated

with the mission or pottery production for the Hispanic market, but is most

conservatively interpreted to represent early 1600s deposition.

Technological Inferences

A portion of the assemblage was scanned for temper and paste color

to establish minimal classes for technical and assemblage comparisons with

other studies. These observations help further define the contents of the

parking lot midden in developing the culture history of Quarai.

Warren (1981ab) provides detailed petrographic descriptions of the

tempers found in the Salinas region as well as a summary of past temper

studies and trade patterns (cf. Shepard 1942; Vivian 1964) based on temper

abundance and known sources. After an initial scan and preliminary sorting,

Warren's (1981b) descriptions were found most useful in identifying and

differentiating the primary tempers of calcareous sandstone, hornblende

gneiss/schist and hornblende syenite with a binocular microscope at 10-30x.

Hornblende syenite, from Abo Pueblo, was distinguishable from the

hornblende schist of Quarai by the light colored igneous mass, associated light

feldspars and slightly different color and character of the hornblende; the

splintery nature of hornblende coupled with a biotite schist mass found in

the Quarai material was most distinctive. Use of hornblende gneiss at Quarai

is associated with Glaze F made after 1600 (Warren 1981a:182). Petrographic

details provided by Warren (1981a) were useful in identifying important

secondary inclusions such as the sandstone and fine grained quartz lenses with

hornblende schist and the pale gold mica with hornblende syenite. Other

nonlocal tempers were noted but not fully identified. These minor tempers

appeared to include the biotite felsite or calcite and shale used in Chupadero-
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Tabira B/w, miscellaneous light colored igneous materials (andesite?), a

distinct quartz sand associated with tuff formations of the northern Rio

Grande, and two sherds with a dark igneous temper (basalt?) and green glaze.

Most of these tempers are referable to the northern Rio Grande or Galisteo

Basin, traditional sources of interregional pottery at Quarai (Hayes 1981:100-

101; Warren 1981b:71).

About three-quarters of the sherds were temper sorted with the

uninspected remainder being very small bits of Corona Plain and unpainted

glaze bodies (Table 3A). While redundancy in terms of vessels is undoubtedly

present (Table 3), the great majority of, if not all, vessels represented by the

sherds are included. Table 3A shows that hornblende schist and sandstone

are the most common tempering agents in the assemblage. These tempers are

most frequent in glaze ware and Corona Plain respectively. A more detailed

crosstabulation of paste color and temper type likewise follows previously

described patterns (Hayes 1981; Warren 1981ab). A test of these clay-temper

combinations produced a chi-square significant at 0.000 with a relatively

strong association (high C) between hornblende schist and reddish brown

pastes, calcareous sandstone and black paste, and other (nonlocal) tempers and

gray pastes as associates in the higher than expected frequency values (test on

Table 3B). Although the greatest variety of paste colors occur in Corona

Plain and the glaze ware, each ware is strongly represented by different

temper and paste color combination; Corona with reddish-black pastes and

sandstone and Koyiti glazes with brownish-red paste and hornblende schist.

The parking lot collection reinforces the findings of previous studies in being

unremarkable in the types of temper and distributional pattern by ware either

at Quarai or in comparison with other Saline Pueblos (Table 3C). The

percentages of various tempers and wares closely agree with previous findings

for a generalized assemblage at Quarai and therefore suggests no distinct or

specialized dumping of ceramic material in the parking lot midden.

Vessel form is a multifaceted attribute particularly sensitive to

function, nuances of economic alliance and trade, and occasionally to time

such as when new market forces affect traditional, economically marginal

(subsistence) potters as occurred during the seventeenth century (see Arnold

1985; Hendrickson and McDonald 1983; Whittlesey 1974; Snow 1973). The
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significance of these issues can only be sketched with this collection but are

worthy of further investigation at Quarai given an adequate ceramic sample.

With the present parking lot sample interpretive inferences are tenuous at best

when formed as much by what is absent as by what is present.

Forms have already been shown to relate to ware; jars as Corona Plain

and a mix of jars and bowls with a favoring of bowls in the glaze ware. This

limited variety of determinable forms is hardly representative or sensitive to

the full range of native forms, much less the variety produced at Spanish

behest to meet either the welter of specific functions or the processing

requirements of wheat-culture and a new system of measure required by

tribute. Technologically, the use of different tempers and paste textures

subjectively evident in this assemblage (not monitored) continues a long

Anasazi tradition of differentiating between culinary and service ware where

different stresses and performance might be expected. Identifiable vessel

forms and associated technology from the parking lot midden imply a pre-

Spanish, generalized dump.

Other characteristics of the assemblage likewise suggest pre-mission

deposition and the nature of trade. Form ratios on Table 3B further suggest

that nonlocal vessels, as represented by temper and not typology, occur mostly

as bowls while locally produced Glaze F supplied the needed jars (bowls too).

Transportability factors favor the long-distance movement of bowls over jars

in most cases (Whittlesey 1974). Either ecological, technical or other factors

that favor certain producers or the quality of their pottery products can

offset normal distance-decay relationships so that jars or village/locality level

specialized products gain favor in normally distant markets (Toll and

McKenna 1987:164, 193-203; Warren 1969; Arnold 1985). With nonlocal forms

favoring bowls in the Quarai parking lot, it might be suggested that local

potters enjoyed a 'normal' market in the Salinas region with imported wares

a subset of the trading milieu.

Saline ceramic exchange seems to have been largely intraregional and

restricted to "service ware" in a "supply-zone" pattern (Rice 1987:198-199).

Judging from distributions reported at Gran Quivira (Hayes 1981), pottery

production at Abo and Quarai complemented one another. Abo was the main

source of tradeware in the region with unslipped duochromes and the bulk
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of the Salinas Red production while Quarai provided the majority of Glaze

F vessels including a white slipped variety. Although Spanish demands

influenced form in Salinas Red, the complementarity of exchange may have

had its basis in custom. Differential access or success in regional markets in

areas of technological similarity is often realized by the use of supplemental

techniques, such as polishing, slipping or decorations which directly affect

performance in that permeability is reduced or the vessel is made

aesthetically different if not "better" (Reina and Hill 1978:199; Feinman et al.

1981; Rice 1987:230-232); conditions satisfied by the use of white slip at

Quarai and subdued bichrome of Abo.

Fauna! Analysis

Archaeofaunal remains recovered in the testing program are described

in this section. It is likely that these remains represent protohistoric and

historic materials from the Puebloan and Hispanic occupation of Quarai; as

well, later trash may be included in the collections. Non-bone cultural

materials recovered from the testing were dominated by early historic native

ceramics of the Glaze F series. Nearby earlier excavations produced similar

materials and also considerable quantities of Spanish metal and crockery.

Methods

All remains were diagnosed to the limits of reliability, using the

comparative collections of the author and of the Museum of Southwestern

Biology, University of New Mexico. Although all pieces were compared to

known materials, the reliability of identification was variable, depending on

the character of the specimen. As this assemblage was potentially dominated

by domestic animals, the distinction guidelines of Boessneck (1970) and of

Olsen (1960) were followed, but all species determinations were based

ultimately on in-hand comparisons.
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Where no information other than fragment thickness and

non-diagnostic shape were available, a broad size range was specified.

Medium/large and large mammals are of sheep/antelope/deer size; in the

Southwest, these almost always are referable to the smaller artiodactyls (sheep,

goats, deer, pronghorns) if exhaustively evaluated. Very large mammals would

include bison, cattle, and horses. It is the case that larger forms, if

intensively reduced, will produce some fragments which are classified in a

smaller size category.

Where possible, all specimens were classified according to their skeletal

element, portion of element, age or fusion state, and side.

Only one item in this collection was burned. Several items exhibited

the red-brown color and subtle checking/delamination associated with very

mild roasting or boiling; these items were recorded as cooked bone.

Condition of specimens was examined in detail. Definite characters

such as gnawing (by agent), scatological smoothing or rounding, the color and

texture changes indicated by ground-water leaching, and the diagnostic effects

of root-etching and surface-exposure weathering were sought and were noted

where found. Where more nonspecific textural or structural changes were

noted, specimens were characterized as weathered, eroded, or friable. Human

modification was noted as a condition state. Anomalies or other striking

observations were noted and reported.

In several cases, refits of post-depositionally broken pieces were found.

In these instances, the pieces were counted as a single item. The number of

pieces refitted to a given item are reported below as each item is described.

Notes on Taphonomic and Depositional Interpretations

In this report, an approach to depositional analysis first developed by
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the author for studies of assemblages from testing and data recovery activities

of the Elena Gallegos Land Exchange Project (National Forest Service) and

the Ramah Land Exchange Project (National Forest Service) was followed

(Bertram mss. 1983-4). It has proved useful in the interpretation of kiva-fill

deposits (Bertram 1985, 1987). This approach is designed to maximize data

recovery from small test excavations yielding little faunal material. It

capitalizes on the fact that all bone fragments within a deposit have

essentially the same physical and chemical make-up. Hence, all bone

fragments, identifiable or not, are equally capable of recording

post-depositional events. These include leaching by acid ground-water, etching

attack by acid secretion by mineral-scavenging root-hairs, cryoturbative and

solufluctive damage, and the distinctive weathering produced by ultraviolet,

hydrative, and thermal attack on bone exposed on the soil surface. All of

these effects produce relatively obvious and readily observable changes in

bone.

Interpretation of these post-depositional, or taphonomic, changes in

bone is in its infancy. Most of the needed basic research remains uncompleted.

Nevertheless, certain generalizations may be advanced.

1) Mineral scavenging by rootlets occurs mostly in well-aerated A and B-l

soil horizons.

2) Constantly wet, permeable soil matrices will permit the formation of

distinct articulated root-etching marks on bone. Of course, truly dry soils

support little vegetative growth.

3) Burned bone almost never displays root-etching, even when conditions are

favorable.

4) Leaching can only occur in permeable deposits, but leaching in very

permeable deposits rapidly destroys bone unless mineralization occurs.

5) Delamination of bone proceeds most rapidly if bone has been boiled, but

acidic, cool mountain, or arctic soils tend also to accelerate delamination. In

upland deserts, delamination in the absence of surface exposure is probably

indicative of cooking followed by burial in relatively acidic soils.

6) Although humic acids may discolor bone, this effect appears only rarely

in arid southwestern upland deposits. Most brown discoloration is apparently
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due to cooking (which often apparently produces mottling) or to digestion.

Ongoing research on Chaco Canyon assemblages by Akins and Bertram (mss,

1985) indicates that much "cooking brown" discoloration is actually

scatological, especially in bones of smaller forms.

These generalizations can permit the employment of all recovered bone

pieces in depositional analysis. Of course, where little provenience control is

employed in recovery, only the most broad of characterizations are possible;

even so, the characterization and interpretation of these effects may prove

valuable.

Observations

Taxa Present

Bones recognized in this assemblage were mostly referable to the

Ungulata, i.e., the smaller or larger artiodactyls or the horses. Pronghorn

(Antilocapr a americana). deer (Odocoileous sp., probably hemionus on size),

cattle or bison (Bos/Bison , with most specimens apparently more consistent

with Bos taurus). horse or perhaps small mule (Equus caballus var.

Barbary/mustang or E. caballus X E. asinus), and turkey ("Meleagris gallopavo)

were definitely present. Wild or domestic sheep (Ovis spp) and/or domestic

goat (Capra hircus ) may also be represented. Bones not considered fully

recognizable were mostly referable to the known ungulates, although forms

not attested (such as elk) might be represented as well.

The total lack of description in the literature of osteological details for

early Spanish-American breeds of goats and sheep renders some identifications

more tentative than is desirable; had comparative specimens of early churros,

borregos, or other breeds been available, several references of materials to

pronghorn, deer, etc. could have been more confidently made. I would suggest

that future and more extensive NPS work in Salinas sites might be directed

at satisfying this central need of southwestern early historic faunal
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archaeology; the unambiguous PreRevolt dating of these sites makes their rich

ovicaprid faunal assemblages uniquely valuable in this regard.

Specific Descriptions

Trench 1 (FS 1) produced only two fragments of large mammal shaft,

probably from one or more ribs of a cow-sized animal. Both were very

eroded; one may bear a steel ax cut.

Trench 2 (FS 4) produced four refitting fragments of a right anterior

superior articulator from a lumbar vertebra, probably the fourth. This piece

is best referred uncertainly to cattle, as it seems small for bison. It exhibited

only moderate erosion and root-etching.

Trench 3 (FS 5) yielded four refitting fragments of a right

carpometacarpus (wrist) of a very large male turkey. This item was severely

root-etched and also exhibited surface-exposure weathering. It is consistent

with large Anasazi turkey or Merriam's wild turkey in size. This observation

is in contrast with McKusick's (1981, 1986) assertion that Salinas pueblo

turkeys were exclusively or almost exclusively of her "Small Indian Domestic"

breed, an assertion since called into question on methodological and factual

grounds by Breitburg (1988).

Also from Trench 3 were recovered: two refitting pieces of a very large

mammal shaft fragment exhibiting extreme erosion, surface weathering, and

delamination; two refitting pieces of a leached rib shaft consistent with those

of the smaller artiodactyls; and three tiny and eroded fragments of roasted

bone.

The Trench 3 collections appear to represent slowly agraded or

periodically deflated deposits; the taphonomic changes observed could also

reflect secondary deposition after long exposure.
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In Trench 7 (FS 11) were found four items from midden context and

approximately twenty other items from contexts less specifically identified as

fill . The midden collections included a left distal pronghorn radius fragment

(in two pieces). This item bore skinning cutmarks on the anterior medial

aspect of the bone; it was moderately eroded and had probably been cooked.

Also found was a left femur shaft fragment, broken for marrow; this piece

probably is also from a pronghorn, but it could be a deer bone. A medium

artiodactyl scapula distal margin fragment was identified, as was a medium

or large mammal shaft fragment bearing a spiral fracture. In condition, all

materials from this sample resembled the pronghorn radius (i.e., cooking was

inferred and erosion was moderate).

From fill deposits in Trench 7 were recovered materials in poorer

condition than those just described; all fill materials were referrable at some

level of confidence to medium horse or large pony (comparable to the

Berber/cayuse/mustang lines of the early Spanish saddle horses). Definitely

identified were a left distal radius and a left scapula blade in three

fragments, bearing possible dog-gnawing marks. Less fully identifiable but

not inconsistent with horse were three shaft fragments exhibiting dog gnawing

and possible ax cutting, a rib fragment which may have been cooked, a second

rib fragment which was too eroded to characterize, a platey (scapula?)

fragment, and 11 very small fragments, one of which was probably cut with

a steel ax. All items from this sample were leached and eroded; root-etching

was present on the radius, the cooked rib, and the platey fragment. The

second rib fragment and the scapula were surface-exposure weathered.

From these observations, it would appear that two rather different

deposits were sampled in Trench 7. The samples from the two deposits

appeared different in overall condition and in adhering soil character. One

deposit contained wild forms and appeared comparable in all respects to

typical puebloan exterior midden deposits which had accreted rather rapidly.

The second deposit may have accreted more slowly or may have suffered

subsequent deflation; it contained horse and perhaps other forms.
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From Trench 8 (FS 17) were recovered specimens referrable to deer and

to cattle or bison, probably the former. These included a third or fourth

cervical vertebra from a large older male mule deer (smashed and refit from

four pieces), which was severely leached.

Other smaller artiodactyl parts included a possibly roasted rib shaft

fragment, three leached and eroded rib shaft fragments, and a radius shaft

fragment.

Large bovid materials from Trench 8 included: an inferior medial right

mandibular shaft fragment (probably cooked and showing minor erosion); a

right distal radial epiphysis, unfused, from an animal about two years old

(well-preserved); a severely decomposed and surface-weathered distal

metapodial shaft (Unfused?) refit from four fragments; and a possibly ax-cut

fragment of a third right rib.

Other larger form items included a possibly ax-cut rib fragment (badly

leached and eroded) and a possibly cooked metapodial (?) shaft fragment in

two pieces.

Pieces which might pertain either to animals of either deer or of

cattle/bison size included seven shaft fragments exhibiting both

surface-weathering and delamination. Also found were eight very badly

decomposed cancellous fragments which might pertain either to the deer

vertebra or to the badly rotted distal metapodial.

The overall condition of the Trench 8 materials indicates the presence

of redeposited or surface-dumped trash which was buried only slowly,

together with some deposits which accreted more rapidly and thus exhibit

better bone preservation.

In Trench 10 (FS 22) was found the fifth lumbar vertebra of an older

artiodactyl, complete except for the spinous and lateral processes. This item

was probably cooked; it had lain on the surface for some short time before
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burial. Architecturally, it was most consistent with pronghorn, but the

possibility that it came from a very large sheep could not be ruled out. My

deer collections held no vertebrae closely resembling this piece.

Also from Trench 10 were two severely leached and eroded fragments

of bovid or antilocaprid skull or horn core cancellous tissue (i.e. from the

skull of an artiodactyl other than deer or elk) and three surface-exposure

weathered small fragments from the shaft of a larger mammal bone.

Depositionally and taphonomically, the collections from Trench 10

appear heterogeneous; at least some of the deposits sampled probably

represented rapidly-accreted midden.

Condition Patterns

Of the items fully or partially identifiable, almost all pertain to food

parts; no absolute butchering waste (eg. feet) was seen. No dog or other scat

was found. Rodent gnawing was not seen, probably indicating that

intramural deposits were not present.

Surface exposure weathering, indicative of exposure on a deflating or

stable soil surface, was common in all deposits; the presence of a few

non-surface-weathered items indicates that the deposits sampled in this project

may preserve significant and rapidly-accreted stratigraphy in the southern and

central portions of the tested area.

Other taphonomic observations are dominated by combined leaching

and root-etching in the absence of surface exposure weathering, but with

changes consistent with those induced by cooking. It is likely that most of this

assemblage represents post-consumption disposal.

Processing marks were found. With the exception of one set of

skinning or muscle-stripping marks on a pronghorn radius, all apppeared to
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be the results of steel-ax butchery or of marrow breakage using an

unidentified implement. Impressionistically, steel ax cuts seemed rare when

compared with later Spanish Colonial or other Euroamerican assemblages

which I have analyzed; this may suggest that the deposits do indeed pertain

to the rather poorly equipped Pre-Revolt Colonial period, rather than to the

possible Territorial and modern occupations of this site.

Conclusions

Limited faunal collections from the Quarai parking lot midden contain

the remains of both wild (deer, pronghorn) and domestic (turkey, saddle horse)

forms, as well as materials which may represent either cattle or bison

(probably the former). Sheep and/or goats may be present as unidentifiable

fragments. The absence of smaller forms may be a result of poor preservation

or non-screen recovery. Intact culinary midden deposits retaining good

integrity are probably present in the center of the parking lot and in the

Mound C area. No evidence of intramural deposits was found. The

collections probably pertain to the Pre-Revolt Colonial occupation of the site.

Minor Artifacts

Chipped Stone

Seven chipped siliceous stones were recovered in five different

trenches; three in Trench 3 and one each in Trenches 1, 7, 8, and 10 (Table

1). All but an exhausted core of dark mustard yellow chert (4.8 x 3.8 x 1.9cm

thick) from Trench 7 are small unremarkable (unworked) pieces of debitage.

The core shows no obvious retouch or use-wear. Flakes were removed from

the ventral face of what appears to be a large primary flake. Minimal dorsal

surface flaking was largely confined to the distal margin. One short sinuous

edge (3cm long) is present which may have been suitable for some scraping
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tasks. Among the remaining specimens, an irregular and blocky gray chert

fragment from Trench 8 and a water warn fragment from Trench 3 lack

characteristics of systematic flaking and may be the result of parking lot

graveling and use. The remaining debitage is small, the largest being a bit of

obsidian (1.9 x 1.8 0.3cm thick) from Trench 3, fragmentary and without

discernable use. The obsidian piece shows some edge damage which may or

may not be use. Other debitage consists of a basalt flake in Trench 1, a

"moss-agate" chalcedony in Trench 10, and another chalcedony from Trench

3.

Gypsum

A single tabular, subrectangular piece of unworked gypsum (4.0 x 2.3

x 1.1cm thick), perhaps a burned piece of selenite, was recovered from Trench

7. Gypsum or altered selenite, often used as a final plaster coat, is a common

element in Pueblo middens.

Ground Stone

A mid-body fragment of a tabular, bifacially ground stone (5.5 x 6.4

x 1.3cm thick) was recovered from Trench 8. Made of a reddish-brown, fine

grained sandstone, the fragment was ground smooth on both faces and along

one margin. The straightness of this edge suggests the complete stone was

rectangular or squarish in shape, but overall size is unknown. One face

showed slight roughening with adhering soot. The piece may represent either

a bin slab fragment or possibly a comal (griddle), although the residues

common to the cooking surfaces of comales are not evident, begging the

omission of the soot deposits.
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Metal

Two rusted metal fragments, one each from Trenches 7 and 8, probably

represent recent discards near the surface. The larger of the two (12.3 x 7.0

x 1.5-0.3cm thick) from Trench 8, is the upper portion of a rolled-seam tin

can with one of the rolled open-end rims visible. This can appears to be one

in which family sized portions of fruit or vegetables are packaged. The other

specimen (5.1 x 3.6 x 0.8cm thick) is too small and dirty for certain

identification but likewise appears to be a can fragment. Neither specimen

was fully cleaned or stabilized at examination and the amount of rust and

crushing suggest near-surface deposition for these two items.

Wood

One splinter of partially charred juniper less than 3cm long and 1cm

wide was recovered in Trench 7.

Artifact Summary

Analysis of midden material answers some specifics about the midden

and addresses several of the research and management questions posed earlier.

First, two roughly contemporaneous deposits are evident, one a large

extramural midden in the northern portion of the parking lot associated with

Mound E, and possibly another, smaller deposit on the southern margin of the

lot linked closely with Mound C. Most of the recovered material is referable

to the northern midden. Ceramic dating, forms, and technological consistency

with previously identified patterns at Quarai suggest the deposit(s) to be a

pre-mission feature possibly between 1600 and 1630. Taphonomic evidence

from the faunal study expands this interpretation by suggesting two distinct

deposits are present, one with native species in good condition and another

with introduced domestic stock that shows erosional features of exposure or
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slow accretion. Characteristics of the domestic stock suggested it too was

related to the pre-Revolt occupation. It is tempting to assign the native

species to the midden and the stock to the sandy red-clay overburden, but this

is not possible without vertical control.

MONITORING THE CONSTRUCTION PROJECT

Since the testing program indicated that the parking lot rehabilitation

project would not disturb significant midden deposits and that no additional

features or structures were present, permission was granted by the Regional

Anthropologist to procede with the project provided that an archeologist

monitor the work. During the Period from August 24 to August 26, Dr.

Walter Wait of the Branch of Cultural Resources Management, oversaw the

work in progress. Approximately 20 to 60cm of surface was removed to a

point just above the midden deposits on the south side and well above the

midden on the north side of the parking lot (Figure 18). The original 1960s

vintage slab-lined drainage ditch was removed on the west side of the lot and

drainage flow directed to the center of the lot. No new materials were

uncovered by this activity until it was decided to cut back into the original

drainage channel, just west of the septic tank (Figure 1). This area had not

been tested previously and lay under the burm created when the drainage

ditch was built.

As the front end loader cautiously scraped the earth away down to

what would have been the prehistoric activity level, a single slab lined hearth

appeared. The hearth was not disturbed by the operator (who was carefully

taking what appeared to be one inch of earth at a pass with his six yard

loader).

The Slab Lined Hearth

The small hearth measured 38 cm by 50 cm x 10 cm deep, and was

lined with red sandstone slabs (Figure 19 and 20). The hearth contained ash,

charcoal and small igneous rock cobbles and broken sandstone pieces. The
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Figure 19. Photograph of the front-end loader clearing the

parking lot. Feature 1 is in the forground.
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FIGURE 20. Feature 1, showing cracked bottom slab.

FIGURE 21. Feature 1 partially excavated, showing placement of rock fil
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FIGURE 22. Feature 1 showing contents of the hearth after removal
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prehistoric surface lay just below the loader cut at it's deepest point and

when exposed, had several sherds in contact. The rocks within the hearth

appeared to have been purposfully laid into the slab lined enclosure, perhaps

to be heated for use in cooking (Figure 21). The sandstone slab that formed

the base of the hearth was shattered in the center from some sort of impact

prior to lot rennovations (Figure 19).

The contents of the hearth were removed for analysis and the rocks

returned. Since the top of the hearth's flagstone lining was at "grade", clean

construction sand was placed over the feature and the feature was left in

place.

The hearth is at the same level as the surface of the midden and is

probably contemporaneous with it. Because of it's proximity to Pueblo

building "C", it may be associated with occupants of that structure. The

hearth is typical of the slab-lined "fireboxes" uncovered by Hurt in his 1939-

1940 excavations (1985:24).

Human remains and associated ceramics that had been exposed by

erosion and recovered immediately east of the hearth in 1986 had previously

been thought to have been materials disturbed during the installation of a

septic tank in mound "C" in 1970 (personnel communication; Jim Bradford).

Given the proximity of the hearth and the shallowness of the deposits, these

materials may need to be re-evaluated as an in situ, shallow burial.
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DISCUSSION

Based on the ten test trenches and the evidence collected by Trott in

1985, it would appear that the extensive midden deposit which lies on the

natural red clay surface was thickest east of Trench 7 (directly west of and

possibly under the musuem building). The mostly ash midden was probably

created over a relatively short period of time by occupants of Pueblo "E".

Since the ground sloped toward the pueblo walls, midden materials may have

migrated toward the pueblo. This would have caused the the "top" of the

heap to gradually move eastward as more materials were dumped, and would

create the more-or-less abrupt termination of the midden deposit on the west,

upslope side (Figure 19). Ceramic and faunal evidence suggest that the

midden was formed prior to Spanish occupation, early in the 17th century or

late in the 16th century.

There is some indications that the thin layer of midden to the South

of the parking lot, as seen in Trench 1, may overlay the larger midden to the

north (since it appears above the red sandy level and yellow/brown caliche

layers). This shallow level rests immediately below the gravel parking lot fill

and may 1) be associated with the construction of the Visitor Center 2)

represent structural decomposition and alluvially redeposited material from

a collapsed exterior room associated with Mound C, 3) may represent the

trailing edge of the larger midden, or 4) may represent the fringes of a second

midden area, associated with Pueblo "C". If the latter view is correct, the

midden would thicken as it approached the walls of the pueblo to the south.

This does not appear to be the case and despite the unclear stratigraphic

evidence, the general contour of the deposits and a similarity in the ceramics

overall suggests that the charcoal lens in Trench 1 is contemporaneous with

the trailing edge of the thick ash-midden centered in the vicinity of Trench

7. The presence of the hearth and possibly other features to the southwest of

Trench 1, as well as the positioning of the parking lot midden, suggests the

area adjacent to Mound C was more than likely an activity area rather than

part of a dump site.
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A. PRE- 1620 ASH MIDDEN

B. POST 1620 DUMP

C. 1988 PARKING LOT.

UJ>L> rrr=»=ar» // ///

D. 1989 PARKING LOT, AFTER GRADING.

FIGURE 23. Reconstructed sequence of midden formation: Quarai parking lot area.
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There was no evidence in the excavations that would indicate an early

date for either of the two rubble mounds, and the midden deposits did not

shed any light on the question of abandonment and reoccupation.

Trott's discovery of Spanish pottery and iron fragments in deposits

closest to the pueblo and the current ceramic and faunal analysis results

indicate a possible second sequence of midden formation. While there is no

stratigraphic evidence to support a cessession of dumping and subsequent

fresh start-up, the ceramic and faunal information do provide some

compelling arguments for a change in the manner in which the dump was

utilized. The recovery of historic forms and Hispanic imports in a matrix of

Glaze F ceramics by Trott (n.d.) closer to buildings and the alleged wall

between Mounds C and E may reflect rapid changes in the structural

landscape at Quarai. If the artifact distributions from the two projects are

not the product of sample bias, they suggest that the wall did exist between

Mounds C and E and was constructed during the mission period (AD 1630-

1668). The new wall would have constrained access to the open midden and

may have initiated the formation of a barrier-related "toss-zone" directly

below and ouside the pueblo wall. This would account for the presence of

more recent materials adjacent to the wall(s) and the absence of such

materials further west.

Hurt outlines one pattern of refuse disposal within Quarai based on

his 1939-1940 excavations. He states in reference to his Section 29; cross

section 3: "Here the pattern of disposal of the refuse is clear. The refuse was

first thrown adjacent to the walls followed by dumping additional refuse each

time at the edge of the midden furthest away. Because of this pattern the

oldest refuse lay closer to the walls than that material furthest away. The

very oldest deposits were those that lay below the base of the house walls"

(1985:33). Ash and debris from the pile gradually spread in all directions.

A similar pattern of accretional accumulation was noted at Pecos by Kidder

(1924:91-108). It is the reverse of this depositional pattern in the parking lot

midden that prompts the suggestion that an intermound (C-E) barrier was not

only present, but was built during the full mission period at Quarai when

elements of Spanish (or Spanish influenced) discard would have been fully

detectable in the refuse.
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Unfortunately, the verification of the wall between Mound C and E

is not at hand, and the pattern of refuse deposition identified by Hurt for his

Section 29 cannot be confirmed for the parking lot midden. If the upper

midden deposit (post wall building) was indeed the product of a "toss-zone",

then fewer late artifacts could be expected at the base of the structures. The

late historic forms discovered by Trott may represent the trailing edge of

the historic, overlying midden.

The constuction of a wall between Mounds E and C may or may not

have been inspired by the mission and the redefiniton of interior spaces, but

for whatever reason, the initiation of a late trash mound in the current

parking lot locality signals change in the use of extramural landscapes

associated with Mounds C and E. What these changes were and what they

mean for the occupation of Quarai, remains to be seen.
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